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Particle shape optimization by changing from an
isotropic to an anisotropic nanostructure: preparation of
highly active and stable supported Pt catalysts in
microemulsions†
Riny Y. Parapat,*a Muliany Wijaya,a Michael Schwarze,a Sören Selve,a Marc Willingerb
and Reinhard Schomäcker*a
We recently introduced a new method to synthesize an active and stable Pt catalyst, namely thermodestabilization of microemulsions (see R. Y. Parapat, V. Parwoto, M. Schwarze, B. Zhang, D. S. Su and R.
Schomäcker, J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22 (23), 11605–11614). We are able to produce Pt nanocrystals with
a small size (2.5 nm) of an isotropic structure i.e. truncated octahedral and deposit them well on
support materials. Although we have obtained good results, the performance of the catalyst still
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needed to be improved and optimized. We followed the strategy to retain the small size but change
the shape to an anisotropic structure of Pt nanocrystals which produces more active sites by means of a
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weaker reducing agent. We found that our catalysts are more active than those we reported before and
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even show the potential to be applied in a challenging reaction such as hydrogenation of levulinic acid.

1

Introduction

In improving the catalytic activity of the noble metals, the
surface morphology has become an area of investigation over
the past decades. Several studies have reported that diﬀerently
shaped metal catalysts show diﬀerent catalytic activity and
selectivity.1–4 Therefore, the shape control of metal particles
during synthesis, that is to direct the crystallographic planes,
coordination of surface atoms and bounding facets of the
nanocrystal, is important. These parameters determine the
number of atoms located at the edges or corners and accordingly control the surface chemistry which holds the key for
improving their catalytic performance. Therefore, in the
synthesis of metal nanoparticles, not only the size needs to be
controlled and optimized, but also the shape.
Although many scientists have successfully synthesized Pt
nanoparticles with diﬀerent shapes, almost all the shapes end
up with low indexes such as {111} and {100}.3,5–7 These low
index planes comprise densely packed atoms which have a low
amount of edges and corners and thus low surface energy.
Therefore, the shape that possesses high-index planes (lowcoordinated atoms) is preferable because generally it has high
surface energies and thus exhibits high activity. Surface
a
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energies corresponding to diﬀerent crystallographic facets
usually increase in the order g{111} < g{100}  g{110}  g{hkl},
where {hkl} represents high-index facets, with at least one h, k,
and l equal to two or greater.8 Although the synthesis of
nanocrystals with high-index surfaces was achieved by some
groups, the size of the crystals is still rather high (20–
240 nm).9,10 More important for catalysis, shape control with
precision at a scale smaller than 10 nm eﬀectively engineers
the chemical surface of the nanoparticle.9 Therefore the
formation of small nanoparticles with high index facets
remains challenging.
To produce nanoparticles which have high-index planes, the
preferred growth direction during synthesis is anisotropic
growth. It can be induced by employing surfactants which can
bind preferentially to crystal faces of the growing particles.10,11
In our previous work, we were able to prepare multifaceted Pt
nanoparticles and we concluded that the shape is dominantly
inuenced by the surfactant.11,12 However, this account is
appropriate probably only in the case of using a strong
reducing agent. We used a strong reducing agent, hydrazine, to
make sure that the reduction process will be faster and thus
not contribute in regulating the shape. However, the anisotropic growth can also be promoted by a very slow reduction
rate at room temperature and the lowest energy principle.13
The slow reduction rate of the metal precursor can be carried
out by means of a weak reducing agent. A weak reducing agent
eﬀectively isolates the nucleation and growth events allowing
control over the size and shape.14,15 This statement is also
conrmed by some published results which show that some
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weak reducing agents such as formic acid and ascorbic acid are
eﬀective for producing anisotropic platinum nanostructures.13,16–18 Pillai and Subhramannia reported that when
NaBH4 is replaced by HCOOH, nanoowers comprised of large
quantities of nanowires are obtained.4 Chen et al. reported that
by slowing the reduction rate (extremely low supersaturations)
of Pt salts, only highly anisotropic Pt nanostructures were
formed. In contrast, if the reduction proceeded too fast (the
supersaturation was too high) only isotropic Pt nanoparticles
were produced.19
Despite the high activity of complex anisotropic nanostructures, generally they are still produced in a colloidal state
which is thermodynamically unstable.9 Moreover, the use of
capping agents in colloidal systems in most cases hinders or
even prevents catalysis by blocking some of their active sites
and also through inducing steric eﬀects.4 As a matter of fact,
when our Pt particles in a microemulsion-based suspension
were tested catalytically in hydrogenation of a-methyl styrene,
the activity was very poor compared with its supported
counterparts. The same observations are also obtained by
Boutonnet et al.20 Therefore, it is far better to have a stable
state and an unhindered contact between the substrates and
active sites of the metal. An alternative approach is to stabilize
the metal particles by dispersing them on a support.
However, it is oen diﬃcult to obtain a good dispersion while
preserving the size and shape of nanoparticles during the
deposition process.12,21 The dispersion of nanoparticles on the
support is signicant because it aﬀects the catalyst performance. This diﬃcult challenge however has been overcome in
our
method,
namely
thermo-destabilization
of
microemulsions.
In our recent study, we presented a new method to
synthesize active and stable supported Pt catalysts.12 There are
several major parameters that determine the size, shape and
dispersion of metal on the support which inuence the catalyst
performance such as the concentration of surfactant and oil,
concentration of precursors, heating rate during destabilization, kind of support, etc. In order to improve the activity of
our Pt catalysts, we decided to modify the shape of the
Pt particles by changing the reducing agent and the Pt
precursor.
Because the comprehensive study of our synthesis method
has been reported in our previous paper, here we are focusing
more on optimizing the performance of supported Pt catalysts
by improving the surface energy of nanoparticles rather than
comparing with other synthesis methods. In this study, we
improve the catalytic activity mostly by means of a weak
reducing agent (ascorbic acid). Combinations of the use of a
weak reducing agent to create an anisotropic nanostructure and
the deposition with the thermo-destabilization of microemulsions method are potentially promising for increasing the
activity of supported metal catalysts.
To elucidate whether this synthesis method is a viable
strategy, we also tested the catalytic activity of our supported Pt
catalysts in some reactions such as hydrogenation of methyl
crotonate, itaconic acid and levulinic acid. However, the results
are discussed only briey in this paper.
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Experimental section

2.1

Materials

The chemicals used in the preparation of Pt nanoparticles were
the following: hexachloroplatinic acid hydrate (99.9%, SigmaAldrich) and potassium tetrachloro-platinate(II) (99.9%, SigmaAldrich) as platinum precursors; hydrazine monohydrate (98%,
Sigma-Aldrich) and L-(+)-ascorbic acid (>99%, Alfa Aesar) as
reducing agents, cyclohexane ($99.5%, Carl-Roth) as oil phase,
1-pentanol ($98%, Carl-Roth) as co-surfactant, and Triton
X-100 (100%, Sigma-Aldrich) as surfactant. All the chemicals
above were used without further purication. The support
materials used were (base, neutral and acid)-Al2O3 (SigmaAldrich), SiO2 (Sigma-Aldrich), Sipernat 310 (Evonik) and selfprepared SBA-15 according to the method reported by Zhao
et al.22 All supports were pre-calcined before use. For the
washing of the catalysts aer the synthesis, acetone ($99.8%,
Carl Roth) was used. The chemicals used for the hydrogenation
reactions: methanol ($99.9%, Carl Roth) as solvent; a-methyl
styrene (99%, Aldrich), methyl crotonate (99%, Sigma-Aldrich),
itaconic acid (99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and levulinic acid (98%,
Sigma-Aldrich) as reactants; all were used as received.
2.2

Catalyst preparation

Phase behaviour of microemulsion systems. For the determination of the deposition temperature, the phase diagram of a
microemulsion needs to be established. The principle and the
stepwise preparation of phase diagrams have been described in
the previous paper.12
Synthesis of nanoparticles and deposition process. The
typical synthesis using microemulsion systems for preparing Pt
nanoparticles comprises the water phase either with metal salts
(H2PtCl6 and K2PtCl4) or reductants (hydrazine and ascorbic
acid), Triton X-100 as the surfactant, pentanol as the cosurfactant and cyclohexane as the oil phase. The mass fraction
of oil in the microemulsion system is dened by a ¼ mo/(mo +
mw), whereas the mass fraction of surfactant and co-surfactant
is dened by g ¼ (ms + mco-s)/(ms + mco-s + mo + mw). The mass
ratio of co-surfactant to surfactant is dened by d. The values of
a, g and d used in this study are 0.75, 0.4 and 1, respectively. The
metal salts and reductants are then prepared in diﬀerent
concentrations. The reactions that occur during the mixing of
microemulsions (collision of the reverse micelles) for diﬀerent
syntheses according to the kind of metal salt and the reducing
agent are the following:
H2PtCl6 + N2H4 / Pt0 + 6HCl + N2
H2PtCl6 + 2C6H8O6 / Pt0 + 2C6H6O6 + 6HCl
K2PtCl4 + C6H8O6 / Pt0 + C6H6O6 + 2KCl + 2HCl

The microemulsions were mixed according to the calculated
values of a, g and d. The synthesis of the platinum nanoparticles
was carried out at 25  C in a 200 ml double-wall glass reactor
equipped with a double parallel three-blade impeller. The
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hydrazine microemulsion was added slowly to the reactor,
which had already been lled with the Pt salt microemulsion, by
a micro-pump at a rate of 0.2 ml s1. The mixture was stirred at
700 rpm for 30 minutes (with N2H4) or 2 hours (with AA)
respectively at room temperature to form colloidal stabilized Pt
nanoparticles. Then the pre-calcined support (500  C for 2
hours) was added to the mixture, and the Pt nanoparticles were
deposited on the support material by heating the microemulsion to 46  C, at a heating rate of 1  C min1. Aer the
deposition process, the mixture was cooled down. Aer all the
supported catalysts precipitated, they were carefully separated
from the solution and washed three times with pure acetone.
Consistent with prior work, calcination was carried out at 300

C for 2 hours to avoid the shape modication of metal
nanoparticles.
Activity testing in hydrogenation reaction. Hydrogenation of
AMS was performed over the Pt/Al2O3 catalysts to expound the
eﬀect of particle morphology on the catalytic activity. The
activity testing in hydrogenation reaction has been described in
the previous paper. Details of the procedure are given in the
ESI.†
Characterization and analysis methods. The shape, size, and
lattice structure of the Pt nanoparticles were investigated with a
transmission electron microscope (TEM) at an FEI Titan 80-300
(sub-Angstrom resolution, able to investigate at atomic scale),
and also with a FEI Tecnai G220 S-Twin TEM and Philips
CM200/FEG high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) operated at 200 kV.
Both microscopes are equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray
detector (EDX). The TEM grids were prepared for imaging by
placing a small drop of the specimen solution on a copper grid
having an amorphous carbon lm less than 20 nm thick and
allowing it to dry completely in air at ambient temperature. The
Pt content of the support catalysts was analyzed with an ICPOES Element 2 (Varian) at low resolution (sample gas 0.863 L
min1; plasma power 1350 W). The eﬀective surface charges
(z-potential) on the Pt nanoparticles and alumina support
material were measured using zeta-potential Zen 3600 (Malvern
Instruments Zetasizer, Worcestershire, UK) equipment, with
samples thermostated at 25  C. The specic surface areas of the
catalysts were measured via the BET method using N2 adsorption at liquid N2 temperature in a Micromeritics Gemini III 237
Volumetric Surface Analyzer. The sample was outgassed at
200  C for 1 h in order to desorb any impurities or moisture
from its surface.

3

Results and discussion

3.1

Eﬀect of reducing agent on catalytic activity

As we already mentioned, with our previous result we are able to
produce truncated octahedron Pt nanocrystals in the microemulsions system by using hydrazine as the reductant. To see
whether the reducing agent aﬀected the morphology of the
produced Pt particles, we used ascorbic acid (AA) as the reductant, to induce a slower reducing process. The result is illustrated in Fig. 1. The TEM images show the Pt particle with
hexagonal form (upper) aer reduction with hydrazine and the
dendritic form (bottom) aer reduction with ascorbic acid. This
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conrms what we have previously described, that when using a
weaker reducing agent in the microemulsion based synthesis,
the shape of the nanoparticles is strongly aﬀected by the
reducing agent rather than by the surfactant. In fact, Shen et al.
still produce dendritic Pt nanostructures while using four
diﬀerent surfactants in a sonoelectrochemical method.23 Wang
et al., without using any surfactant, cannot synthesize nanodendrite Pt nanostructures by using hydrazine or NaBH4, but
they can produce them by using ascorbic acid as the reducing
agent.16 Unfortunately, because they do not use a capping agent,
they produce polydispersed Pt nanodendrites (20–70 nm). They
also reported that a byproduct of Pt reduction by AA, diketo-Lgulonic acid (DGA), serves as a shape-directing agent to direct
the branched growth.16 The mechanism of the growth of
branches seems to involve controlled, epitaxial growth from the
surface of a particle.24
In contrast to AA, although hydrazine was found to be the
best reducing agent because the particle distribution was
optimal when compared with the one obtained for metals
reduced with NaBH4, H2 or other reducing agents,25 it cannot
promote the anisotropic growth. Moreover, it was observed for
some cases that the remaining hydrazine behaved as a poison
for the catalyst.25 Therefore, it can be concluded that in this case
using AA as a reductant is more favorable.

3.2

Structure of Pt nanodendrites in reverse micelles

Fig. 2 shows the detailed structure of Pt nanodendrites that are
composed of irregular shaped arms as portrayed in Fig. 2A and
B. This anisotropic growth is favored by a slow reduction
process and relatively low temperature of synthesis (25  C).24,26
Fig. 2A and B show the Pt dendrites produced with surfactant
(in the reverse micelle) and without surfactant, respectively,
with the same concentrations of Pt ions and reductant. The Pt
dendrite in Fig. 2A looks smaller than that in Fig. 2B because
the surfactant restricts the growth. Also, due to the relatively low
concentration of H2PtCl6 inside the reverse micelles, only a few
branches of Pt nanodendrites can be produced. The branches
seem to be not attached to one another because when the
sample was exposed to the high voltage electron beams during
TEM analysis, they were separated. This might also signify that
this structure is not mature yet. However the branch consists of
high index planes as depicted in a detailed structured in the
HRTEM image (Fig. 2C) and the corresponding fast Fourier
transform (FFT) of the atomic lattice (Fig. 2D). The electron
diﬀraction pattern is indexed to the {111}, {200}, {220}, {311},
{331} and {511} diﬀractions, respectively.
As stated above, the thermodynamic equilibrium shape of Pt
particles produced when using hydrazine as the reductant is
truncated octahedron. This regular crystallite is composed of
the lowest-index crystal planes {111} and {100}, which are
known to be the least active. The irregular polycrystalline
structure produced with AA, Pt nanodendrite, is our expected
result because it is composed of the higher index crystal planes
especially {311}, {331} and {511}. The high index planes exhibit
much higher reactivity because of the low coordination number
and high density of atomic steps, ledges and kinks, which
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Illustration of the role of the reducing agent to produce diﬀerent shapes of Pt nanoparticles.

Fig. 2 Pt clusters produced with ascorbic acid as a reductant in the presence of
the surfactant (A), in the absence of the surfactant (B), HRTEM of a branch of Pt
dendrite (C), and its fast Fourier transform (FFT) with the lattice indexes (D).

usually serve as active sites for breaking chemical bonds.4 This
is conrmed by Fig. 3 that shows the higher activity of supported Pt nanodendrite catalysts compared to that of Pt truncated octahedron. Hence, the irregular structure of
nanodendrites provides more active sites than the truncated
octahedron.

3.3

Eﬀect of support acidity on catalytic activity

We also observe that the support acidity aﬀects the activity of
the Pt catalyst (Fig. 3 and Table 1). Note that we used the acidic,
neutral and basic Al2O3 which are commercially available. The

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013

lowest activity of the Pt nanodendrite deposited on basic Al2O3
can be explained as follows. For Pt particles which are reduced
with ascorbic acid, the microemulsions containing Pt particles
are acidic (pH z 4). Therefore, they tend to destabilize quickly
when they are around the basic Al2O3 and Pt particles agglomerate before deposition, whereas on acidic Al2O3 the catalyst
shows higher activity because the particles are more stable
before attaching to the support material. In contrast, for Pt
particles which are reduced with hydrazine, the microemulsions containing Pt nanoparticles are alkaline (pH z 9).
Consequently, the particles tend to agglomerate before deposition when surrounded by the acidic Al2O3 and be more stable
when in contact with basic Al2O3.
The TEM images in Fig. 3 show the clear particle size
distributions but they cannot give accurate dispersions because
they show the particles at the outer and inner surfaces of the
support. For this reason, we conrm them with SEM images
which show the dispersion of the particles on the outer surface
(the particle is shown in white color). From the TEM images, we
can see that there is only a little Pt particle agglomeration on
acidic alumina compared to the neutral and basic alumina, as
pointed out by the small arrows. A dark eld image (the inset of
Fig. 3B, middle centre) is presented to clearly show the dispersion of Pt particles on the neutral alumina. The Pt dispersion at
acidic and neutral alumina looks similar in the SEM images.
Interestingly, in the case of Pt on the basic alumina, the outer
particles are quite few and widely scattered. This looks contrary
to its TEM image (middle right) which shows that the particles
are rather dense. We note that the TEM and SEM images were
not taken from the same place. This may indicate that Pt
particles on the basic alumina are not well distributed. Hence,
these visual observations are congruent with the catalytic
activities because better dispersion leads to higher activity.
To validate the visual observations, we quantify the dispersion by using the Delaunay network method27 based on the TEM
images in Fig. 3. In this case, we do not use SEM images because
of their low magnications, which is normal in a SEM investigation. The detail of the Delaunay network method is described
in the ESI.† As we can see in Fig. 3B (upper right), according to
this method, the dispersions of Pt particles on the acidic,
neutral and basic alumina are in the areas of good, random like
and poor, respectively. These quantied results support the
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Fig. 3 Upper left: activities of Pt catalysts reduced with either hydrazine or AA and deposited on acidic (A), neutral (B), and basic (C) alumina supports. Upper right:
degrees of dispersion of the corresponding catalysts with the Delaunay network method.27 Original diagram is reprinted with permission from Springer Science
+Business Media B.V. Middle and bottom are the TEM and SEM images of the corresponding catalysts respectively.

visual observations and certainly agree with the catalytic
activities.
To verify our observations, we also investigated the interaction between the Pt particles and the support material by
measuring their zeta potentials. As we can see in Table 1, the
zeta potential of the platinum nanodendrites is about 25 mV
Table 1

whereas the zeta potentials of acidic, neutral and basic Al2O3 are
+45, +40 and +10 mV respectively. The more positively charged
support particles are more likely to interact with the negatively
charged metal particles which can result in better dispersion.
Therefore, the dispersion of Pt nanodendrites seems to be
better on acidic Al2O3 followed by neutral Al2O3 and basic Al2O3

Activities of 0.1 wt% supported Pt catalysts prepared with diﬀerent molar ratios of Pt to AA

Support material

z-Potential of
supporta (mV)

Molar ratio
[Pt] : [AA]

z-Potential
of Pt NPs (mV)

Pt activity
(mol s1 gPt1)

Acidic-Al2O3

+45

Neutral-Al2O3

+40

Basic-Al2O3

+10

1 : 25
1 : 50
1 : 25
1 : 50
1 : 25
1 : 50

24.9
25.4
24.9
25.4
24.9
25.4

11 000
65 000
9000
49 000
7000
29 000

a

Experimentally measured at pH ¼ 4, that is the average pH of the prepared microemulsion containing Pt nanodendrites.
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which results in an activity decrease of Pt catalysts with the
support material ranking from acidic to basic Al2O3.

3.4

Eﬀect of pH on the structure of nanodendrites

It is interesting to see that when we double the initial concentration of ascorbic acid, the activity of the Pt catalyst increases
(Table 1). The increase of catalytic activity can be explained by
the following. According to Nernst equation, the higher the pH,
the more negative the redox potential (Eh) will be and the
stronger the reducing power.
Eh ¼ E0

0:05916
½DHA 0:05916
log

pH
2
½AA
2

Hence, increasing the concentration of AA (lower pH) will
lower the reducing power of AA and therefore slow down the
reduction process of Pt. Consequently, this will promote the
anisotropic growth of Pt nanodendrites which results in more
complex structures (more edge and corner sites), thus leading to
the higher activity. On the other hand, slow reduction of Pt will
also lead to bigger particle size12 as conrmed by the TEM image
(right) in Fig. 4 that shows bigger Pt particles produced with
more AA (the particle sizes produced with Pt to AA ratios of
1 : 25 and 1 : 50 are 4.6  1.2 nm and 7.7  2.6 nm, respectively). However, as we already know, the reduction of Pt takes
place inside the reverse micelles, which, in turn, can limit the
growth of the metal cluster. Hence, the eﬀect of the reducing
agent might be restricted.
Therefore, this phenomenon indicates that, to such an
extent, the shape of complex structure Pt nanodendrites seems
to have a greater inuence on the activity than the particle size.
This phenomenon is also observed in our previously published
results which show that increasing the concentration of
hydrazine (higher pH) will increase its reducing power which
promotes a fast reduction of Pt ions. Faster reduction of Pt ions

will produce smaller particles, thus leading to higher activity of
the Pt catalyst.12 In addition, the inuence of pH on the structure of the obtained Pt nanoparticles is also reported by Ji et al.
and Lee et al.28,29
More interestingly, when we increase the initial molar ratio
of Pt to AA and then deposit the produced particles on SBA-15, a
diﬀerent trend is observed (Fig. 5). The aforementioned results
demonstrate that increasing the initial molar ratio of Pt to AA
leads to bigger particles. On the other hand, the bigger particles
(more than 10 nm) cannot get into the pores of SBA-15. In the
case of Pt supported on SBA-15, the particle size produced with
[Pt] : [AA] of 1 : 25 is less than 10 nm whereas with 1 : 50 is
greater than 10 nm (inset in Fig. 5). This is consistent with
previous results which are shown in Fig. 4. Unfortunately, we

Fig. 5 Activities of the Pt nanodendrites deposited on SBA-prepared in diﬀerent
molar ratio Pt to AA and the corresponding TEM images (inset).

Fig. 4 Pt nanodendrites supported on acidic Al2O3 prepared with diﬀerent initial molar ratios of Pt to AA, 1 : 25 (left) and 1 : 50 (right). The upper and bottom insets
are the corresponding TEM images with low magniﬁcation and the particle size distributions (100 particles were counted).
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have no data for 1 : 100 but as previously hypothesized, the
particles are expected to be bigger. The decrease of Pt activity
shown in Fig. 5 indicates that the bigger Pt particles produced
from initial ratios of Pt to AA of 1 : 50 and 1 : 100 are unable to
spread well over SBA-15 and penetrate into the pores, and even
might have a tendency to agglomerate.
It is observed that the dispersion of Pt particles on the
support is signicantly more homogeneous with alumina
(Fig. 6c and d) than with SBA-15 (Fig. 6a and b), particularly in
the sample containing small particles. We attribute this to the
value of the zeta potential of SBA-15 (approx. 20) which is
almost the same as Pt nanoparticles (approx. 25). This
observation is in good accordance with results published by
Barkhuizen et al.21 Interestingly, although the Pt particles
produced with hydrazine are smaller and better in distribution
on the support, their activities are lower than those prepared
with AA. To emphasize again, the anisotropic structure of the
irregular polycrystalline Pt nanodendrites provides more active
sites than the surface of a regular crystalline and therefore is the
reason for the higher activities of the catalysts. Hence, as
previously discussed in Section 3.4, in our case, the shape of the
particles is more signicant in aﬀecting the activity of the
catalyst than the particle size despite bigger size and poor
arrangement. This fact shows that the strategy of “making
things smaller and smaller” – which is nowadays the strategy
followed by many scientists – does not always lead to catalysts
with better properties.

3.5

Eﬀect of metal precursor on catalytic activity

The activity was further optimized, when the metal precursor
was replaced by K2PtCl4, and a signicant improvement of
activity was observed. We attribute this to the fact that it is
easier for AA to reduce the Pt2+ ion to Pt0 rather than Pt4+, which
leads to more formation of dendritic branches. In addition,
Duﬀ et al. reported that the reduction of PtCl42 proceeds much
faster than of PtCl62.30 As a result, the particles that are
produced from PtCl42 are smaller but higher in number than

Fig. 6

Paper
those from PtCl62. This is conrmed by HRTEM images
(insets) in the bottom part of Fig. 7 which show the corresponding Pt dendrites in the reverse micelles with diﬀerent
magnications. According to our observation in TEM investigations, during the transmission, the high voltage electron
beams from the TEM lament aﬀected the original structure of
the Pt dendrites which caused separation and movement of the
branches on the carbon grid. However, we can still see that the
branches of Pt dendrites produced by K2PtCl4 are smaller than
those by H2PtCl6.
Duﬀ et al. also suggested that the chloride ions play a
determining role in the shape of Pt particles. In this case,
although the greater amount of chloride ions present in the
solutions will cause the slower reduction process, they do not
promote the anisotropic growth. Instead, they limit the nucleation, hinder the combination of growing clusters, and as a
result promote regular growth (isotropic) forms. By this
hypothesis, it can be assumed that the increase of Cl ions
could retard the formation of the anisotropic structures of Pt
nanodendrites. Therefore, the shape of Pt nanodendrites
produced from K2PtCl4 is more irregular than those from
H2PtCl6 and thus provides more active sites.
Here, we also propose that the diﬀerent ligands and counter
ions of H2PtCl6 and K2PtCl4 also contribute to the dendritic
growth mechanism which causes the diﬀerent structures of Pt
dendrites. Ciacchi et al. reported that the structure of Pt2+
complexes and the ligands inuence the mechanism of metal
cluster growth.31,32 H2PtCl6 is known to undergo a series of
hydrolysis reactions in aqueous solutions leading to the
formation of PtCl6x(H2O)x]x2 complexes,33 while the octahedral coordination of Pt(IV) remains intact.34 The planar square
PtCl42 complex produced from K2PtCl4 also undergoes
hydrolysis leading to the formation of PtCl4x(H2O)x]x2
complexes.31,35 Siani et al. reported that the reduction mechanisms of these Pt complexes are diﬀerent. Therefore, it can be
speculated that the planar square Pt2+ structure and the octahedral Pt4+ structure can inuence the nal shape of the
produced nanoparticle. Yao et al. describe that when Pt2+ is

Activities of the supported Pt catalysts prepared with hydrazine and ascorbic acid as reductants and the corresponding TEM images.
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Fig. 7 Upper: activities of the supported Pt catalysts produced from diﬀerent Pt precursors, K2PtCl4 (A) and H2PtCl6 (B), and the corresponding TEM images for basic
Al2O3. Bottom: the corresponding HRTEM images of Pt nanodendrites inside reverse micelles. The branches of Pt dendrites were separated and always moving when
they were exposed to high voltage electron beams during the TEM investigation.

reduced with a weak reducing agent, the intermediate Cl32 Pt–
Pt Cl32 dimer, subsequent dimer clusters and their aggregated
higher linear PtnClx complexes are formed in the nucleation
stage.15 We believe that these complexes are the genesis to
produce nanodendrites.
3.6

Fig. 8 Activity testing of Pt/Al2O3 prepared via the thermo-destabilization
method (*) compared to commercial Pt/Al2O3 in hydrogenation reaction. All
reactions were performed at 20  C and 1.1 bar, except levulinic acid hydrogenation: 70  C and 1.3 bar.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013

Catalytic testing with diﬀerent substrates

Additionally, as we have already shown in our previous paper,
the activities of Pt catalysts prepared with our method and using
hydrazine as the reductant are at least 4 times higher in AMS
hydrogenation than those of the commercial Pt catalysts. If we
compare now the Pt catalysts prepared by this optimized
procedure with the commercial Pt catalysts, their activities are
obviously much higher. Therefore, to verify the activity of our
catalysts, we used our Pt/Al2O3 as a representative catalyst to
hydrogenate some other substrates such as methyl crotonate,
itaconic acid and levulinic acid and then compared its performance to that of the commercial one. The results show that our
Pt catalyst performs better with all substrates than the
commercial one as depicted in Fig. 8.
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3.7

Stability test of the Pt/Al2O3 catalyst produced with ascorbic acid.

Stability testing

The aforementioned results show that the structure of Pt
nanodendrites is irregular and low-coordinated atoms tend to
be unstable.14 Because the stability is also an important
parameter in the application of a catalyst, the stability of the
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metal precursor. As a weak reducing agent, ascorbic acid
promotes a slow reduction of Pt ions and induces anisotropic
growth which results in dendritic shape. This remarkable
nanostructure is indeed highly attractive for catalytic applications because it has more edges and kinks. The intriguing
aspect of the dendrite Pt nanoparticles discussed here is that
the shape of the nanoparticles is a key factor in the high activity
in spite of their bigger size. Accordingly, the lower catalytic
activity of the smaller isotropic particles which is described in
this work shows that the strategy of making smaller and smaller
particles does not always lead to a better catalyst. In addition,
the support material is also an important factor to improve the
activity of the catalyst. We suggest that the interaction between
the particles and the support material, which depends on the
value of the zeta potential, inuences the dispersion.
Although the test reactions given here refer to the double
bond hydrogenations, similar catalytic performance is expectable with other important reactions under mild conditions.
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